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Media and distance - a learning experience
Arnd Steimnetz,  IBM Research

Multimedia, educational sothvare, distributed or remote learning, knowledge management
These are the buzzwords that came up (again ?) lately and seem to melt into one solid base for the new
‘knowledge age’ (as opposed to the ‘information age’ which used to happen last century). How ever if one
takes a minute to look around and analyze what is out there one will find a very sparsely occupied field.
Now is that because we are just lurking across the edge of a yet undiscovered land or is it because we are
already gone over it and only few seeds actually grew up? Let’s take a (certainly not complete) look at the
multi medial distance learning systems that have been or still are in existence and then draw a conclusion
what might be needed.

The field I’d like to look at specifically is the recording and distribution of a class scenario. To put a tag on
this, let’s call it a remotepanicipation system.
These systems are characterized by

l No special preparation for the recording is necessary by the lecturer/speaker
l The recording system is not intrusive, i.e. it does require no special attention by the speaker
l There is a local audience
l The remote audience might be assembled in groups or watch individually on their computer

SWW”.?
The remote participation could happen live while the event is happening. In that case the recording is being
broadcasted or multicasted instantly through the network(s) letting the remote audience participate
synchronously.  In addition to this the claswlecture/talk  recording can be stored on a server and be available
for viewing on demand therefore allowing for asynchronouspariicipation.

A scenario
Recent multimedia education or tele teaching applications still have to cope with the problem that classical
education uses various ways to mediate contents that is hard to represent in multimedial environments. This
especially takes into account settings where a pre- or post-production is not possible, such as in live
recordings of talks or classes. In such settings the speaker might use foils, show videos or use a (virtual)
white board thereby using gestures to stress specific passages or regions of his or her foils or board. A
simple video and audio recording can - in assumption of very high quality - catch the scene in total but
cannot focus on specific details and even if there was a focus it wouldn’t be personalized and user-defined.
And still even while recording live presentations, a multimedia1 education application should be more then
yet another copy of an audio-visual impression of some virtual attendant, it should allow every single user
to e.g. flip back a few foils to look something up or even to automatically sort out uninteresting parts. It
should be an addition to just seeing and hearing.

Systems like this have existed since the ‘pre-computer’ age, utilizing analogue video recording.
Synchronous distribution was handled by TV-cable or airing (‘campus TV’), the asynchronous distribution
by shipping magnetic tapes.
Recently most systems added or changed to digital recording and distribution via the data networks, utiliz-
ing video servers for both, synchronous and asynchronous distribution. Examples of these are the Berkeley
BIBS, Cornell Lecture Browser (now included into Berkeley’s MIG Seminar) and Georgia Tech e-Class
(see the sidebar  for more information on other organizations, systems, and products). Asides from public
educatio& companies use such systems for internal education and corporation communications (CEO’s
Speech). Daimler-Chrysler uses such a remote participant education system based on analogue video; it is
utilized to train technicians and mechanics on new engine and car models.
IBM Research’s e-Seminar is an example for a completely digital system. It is used to distribute lectures
and invited speeches throughout the division. Caused by the time zone shifts for all its labs worldwide, both
synchronous and asynchronous distribution are required.
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